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Abstract—We predict the Breast Cancer risk by applying
Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Tree (ensembles learning
methods CART, ID3, C4.5) to risk factor datasets and compare
their performance to each other.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem

Since breast cancer is the first dead cause in Mexico among
women it became a big public health problem –in fact, 2.26
million cases worldwide [17] and [3]. In other words, is a
type of cancer with the highest incidence and mortality in
women: every day at least 14 women, chiefly between 50 to
69 years, die [5]. Indeed, as we can see in figure 1, breast
cancer is an increasing tendency compared to other cancers.

Fig. 1. Breast cancer in Mexico: a challenge to health [3]

Nowadays, doctors carried out analyses using Traditional
2D mammograms from patient requests at public Mexican
hospitals. In Ensenada, doctors request private external
assistance. Oncologists annotate medical images, and they
chiefly say what is the patient’s BI-RADS score. ”BI-RADS”
means Breast Imaging Reporting and Database System, and
it’s a scoring standard radiologists and oncologists use to
describe mammogram results. We’ll explain further BI-RADS
in section IV.

Our goals are to build data mining models that understand
mammograms and predict breast cancer developing risk,
continuing [16] and [6] works. Since our model output is

a person’s future healthy situation, we’ll do descriptive and
predictive methods, indeed we’re going to apply Machine
Learning algorithms to datasets. Of course, we don’t expect
to replace medical doctors but assist them. We know other
computer-aided detection systems have been developed in
breast cancer detection such as [10] [15], but no one applies
them to regional cities and they are not free.

We expect our project can help thousands of women in
quickly cancer detection because data mining is faster and
cheaper than humans, therefore we’re contributing to the
decrease in the death rate.

II. RELATED WORK

Today, the most common way that machine learning
researchers studies mammograms is neuronal network
models. [1] developed a deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) that classifies traditional 2D mammograms from
DDSM into five instances: Normal, Benign Calcification,
Benign Mass, Malignant Calcification, Malignant Mass. [12]
developed a deep learning project to classify breast cancer
into BIRADS Standard from CEDM Images. Since labeling
medical images are highly time-consuming, [2] put forward to
build a model from transfer learning, and supervised learning
on a large labeled dataset and fine-tuned on in-domain
medical data.

Data miners have used other techniques from other datasets.
[16] developed a web system that estimates the suspicion of
breast cancer using a gradient-boosting decision tree model
from risk factors. [15] developed a system that walks around
the major data mining over mini-MIAS database steps: image
preprocessing, feature extraction, and the classification pro-
cess. [10] purposed the BI-RADS feature extraction algorithm
for clinical data mining from free text.

III. METHODOLOGY

Since we’re going to build a Machine Learning model
based on data, we have to perform previous exploratory
data analysis but not data preprocessing because our datasets
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check high standards. We’ll use a Jupyter notebook1 in
order to make our project reproducible, easy to change, and
self-contained –indeed, since you can test our results on
Google Colaboratory, you don’t have to download anything.
We’ll describe specialized tools in the corresponding section.

Our overall workflow compares different algorithms or
techniques to get better results, so we’ll describe them in
great detail in their corresponding section. Our workflow is
CRISP-DM process-based [18]. We present you our workflow
overview in figure III.

IV. DATASET DESCRIPTION

Our model use the well-known statistical model Gail
Model, named after Dr. Mitchell Gail, this model use risk
factors over specific period of time such as age, race, previous
breast biopsies, age at menarche, age at first live birth of a
child, and first-degree relatives (mothers, sisters, daughters)
with breast cancer, presence of atypical hyperplasia in a
biopsy [8], it is described on [19]. We’re specially interested
on BIRADS breast density, it is our label or class attribute.

However, even tough a woman’s risk is high, it doesn’t
mean that she will develop breast cancer. Hence, women’s 45
or older must take an annual mammograms.

The Breast Cancer Risk Assessment (BCRA) is a dataset
and algorithms based on Gail model according to National
Cancer Institute’s Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool [19]
and [4] that consists 1 522 340 instances and 13 attributes.

On the one hand, the BCRA consists of the categorical
values in the period from 2005 to 2017, for example, age
groups from 35 to 84 in 4-year intervals. BIRADS breast
density code, our class attribute, take values 1, 2, 3, 4, and
9 where increasing values mean more density except for the
”9” code, which indicates an unknown measure. [11] explores
further details on BIRADS.

1We publish our experiments -Jupyter notebook- online on https://gist.
github.com/sanchezcarlosjr/bfdbf294e8a89e81c005ac9f8a74a413

On the other hand, model’s another input is mammograms
which are X-ray pictures. In production, hospitals will pro-
vide them by uploading our system. But, in training, we’re
using CBIS-DDSM [9], a curated mammography dataset for
computer-aided detection systems (CADe). CBIS-DDSM con-
sists 2 620 scanned film mammography studies containing
normal, benign, and malignant cases. Also, it includes up-
dated mass segmentation, bounding boxes, and pathological
diagnosis.

Fig. 2. Images of Craniocaudal - Top View and Mediolateral oblique - Side
View from [9]

V. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

A. Data visualization

First off, we present you representative charts:

Fig. 3. BIRADS breast density.

BIRADS breast density values are 1, 2, 3, and 9 where
1 means fatty breast, 2 average density, 3 heterogeneously
dense, 4 extremely dense, 9 unknown. Histogram 3 has mean
and standard deviation 3.21±2.26 density. Indeed, the largest
percentage of the population of women with BIRADS breast

https://gist.github.com/sanchezcarlosjr/bfdbf294e8a89e81c005ac9f8a74a413
https://gist.github.com/sanchezcarlosjr/bfdbf294e8a89e81c005ac9f8a74a413
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density 2 (heterogeneously dense) is 33.76%. The margin of
sampling error is ±0.0751% with a 95% level of confidence.

Fig. 4. Age group 5 years.

Age group 5 years values are 1 = 35-39; 2 = 40-44; and so
forth, until 13 = 80-84. Histogram 4 has mean and standard
deviation 7.299 ± 2.55 group, so the largest percentage of
the population of women with age 7 (65-69) is 16.69%. The
margin of sampling error is ±0.059% with a 95% level of
confidence.

Fig. 5. Age vs BIRADS.

Since these variables check Chi-square Test preconditions,
we set the null hypothesis BIRADS and age are not correlated
among them; we set the alternate hypothesis as BIRADS and
age are correlated between them.

After we applied Chi-Square test, the p-value is 0. Because
our level of confidence is 95%, p-value < α = 0.05, therefore
BIRADS and age are correlated between them.

BMI and BIRADS check the Chi-Square test, we set similar
null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. We apply the Chi-
Square test, we get the p-value is 0. Since our level of

Fig. 6. BMI vs BIRADS.

confidence is 95%, p-value < α = 0.05, therefore BMI and
BIRADS are correlated with each other.

VI. PREDICTION ALGORITHMS

We purpose a tool that assists doctors in detecting breast
cancer at General Hospital in Ensenada using Random Forest
[7] with Gini or Entropy. After we compare Gradient Tree
Boosting, other ensemble learning [7]. In both, their inputs
are 20% as the testing dataset and 80% as the training dataset
with all features except the year, where BIRADS is the label
or class. Our project uses Scikit Learn [13] as a Machine
Learning library.

Both methods create decision trees, models that predict
the value of a class by learning decision rules from the dataset.

Confusion matrices have labeled ”0” means BIRADS 1, ”1”
means BIRADS 2, ”2” means BIRADS 3, ”3” means BIRADS
4, and ”4” means unknown.

A. Random Forest

Random Forest is a Supervised Machine Learning
Algorithm, or more technically an Ensemble Learning
method. Random forests can be regressors or classifiers. We
focus on classifiers.

Random forest generates different decision tree classifiers
estimating with a criterion its sub-samples quality and
improving the general accuracy with averaging. So, two
important parameters are the tree algorithm and the criterion.

The Skit Learn case, to generate decision tree classifiers
uses an optimized version of the CART algorithm. It supports
the criteria of Gini impurity, log loss, and entropy. We ex-
periment with Gini impurity and entropy, but entropy gave us
better results. Entropy is a Shannon information gain.
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B. Gradient Tree Boosting

Idem that Random Forest, Gradient Tree Boosting is an
Ensemble Learning method and we focus on classifiers.

Gradient boosting builds a strong prediction decision tree
from the previous weak decision tree, where the current model
predicts the error left over by them. It usually outperforms
random forest [14].

The Skit Learn Gradient Boosting Classifier generates de-
cision tree classifiers using the AdaBoosting Algorithm. We
experiment with a learning rate of 0.1, and the squared
loss error function, and 100 estimators. Estimators mean the
number of trees in the forest.

VII. RESULTS

Models will validate with the 20% test dataset mentioned
previously.

We’re going to compare the models and we’ll present their
metrics.

The feature importance depends on the relative deep in the
decision tree with respect to the predictability of the target
variable. More above in the tree means more importance.

A. Random forest

A criterion (Gini or Entropy) is an important parameter in
a Random forest, we varied it. We present the most important
features in figure 9.

Fig. 7. Random Forest. Criterion Gini. Accuracy 37.38%.

B. Gradient tree boosting

It outperforms the random forest results, but both give low
accuracy. They rank similar importance features.

Fig. 8. Random Forest. Criterion Entropy. Accuracy 37.57%

Fig. 9. Entropy calculated in order to obtain the most discriminative features
in Random Forest.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Future work is going to bring out a free computer-aided
detection system but with better methods. A big drawback is
our analysis is focused on data risk factors rather than film
mammographies, but a realistic system has to consider them
too. In future work, we’ll analyze mammograms with Deep
Learning (Neuronal Networks, Tensorflow, Keras) because
data risk factors are not enough to predict or understand
breast cancer fully.

Since our methods are inductive-based, we can only suggest
that age and BMI are the most important factor to have cancer
but with low accuracy. Because BCRA is biased and we
don’t know if American women’s conditions are relevant, our
arguments are not strong.
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Fig. 10. Gradient tree boosting confusion matrix. Accuracy 39.42%

Fig. 11. Gradient tree boosting feature importance.
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